DNC INHERENT FLAME RETARDANT (FR) RAIN WEAR AND SUPER FLEECY JUMPERS

Designed to perform at the highest levels of Protection. With our new fabric composition, which solves heat stress and discomfort

DNC Modacrylic blend Inherent Flame Retardant (FR) fabric that will never wash out

FABRIC AND MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

- DNC Inherent FR Fabric & Garments are fully compliant with the highest AS/NZS/INTELS Standards
- NFPA 70E (HRC2, ATPV: 8+ Cal/cm²)
- ISO 11612:2015 (FR)
- ISO 14116:2015 (FR)
- NENS09:2014
- EN 1149-5:2008 (Anti-static)
- AS/NZS 1906.10:2010 (Hi Vis Material)
- AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 (HV Design D/N)
- UPF 50+ AS/NZS 4399:2017
- Segmented FR Reflective Tape (50 washes)
- Suitable Industries: Electrical, Oil, Gas, Infrastructure, Mining...
3420
Patron Saint FR Cargo Pants with Bio-Motion FR Tape

Fabric: 311gsm Cotton Drill


Comply with the Oeko-tex100 Certificate, safe to wear against skin. 50+ domestic washes @ 60 degrees Celsius

Sizes: 72R-112R & 87S-132S

Colours: 

3544
LADIES HVIS 3 WAY VENTED "X" BACK & BIO-MOTION TAPE SHIRT
155gsm Cotton. Underarm & upper back cool-breeze cotton mesh vents. Twin button down flap pocket and sleeves pen pocket. "X" pattern front, "X" back & Bio-Motion taping on arms. CSR reflective tape. N.S.W Rail Compliant.

Sizes: 6-24

3742
LADIES HVIS LW COTTON VIC RAIL CSR SHIRT
155gsm lightweight cotton shirt. Underarm cotton mesh vents. CSR R/Tape on body, shoulder and sleeves. Vic Rail Compliant

Sizes: 6-24

3330
LADIES DOUBLE HOOP TAPE CARGO PANTS
311 GSM. Heavyweight Cotton Drill. Comfort Fit. One side contains large flap cargo pocket, the other are tool and mobile phone pockets. Double Hoops CSR Reflective Tape. (Bio-motion taping on leg).

Sizes: 6-24

Colour: Navy
NEW

DNC SlimFlex PANTS & SHORTS

- Modern slim fit, workwear in fashion
- 260gsm 97% cotton 3% elastane stretch & durable fabric provides superior comfort & flexibility.
- 50 washes SFR (SupaFlex Reflective) Tape stretches with the fabric for all day ultra freedom of movement.

3364 SLIMFLEX CARGO SHORTS
260gsm 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane. Stretch & durable fabric provides superior comfort & flexibility. Modern slim fit, workwear in fashion. 2 side pockets, one side contains large flap cargo pocket, the other a tool & mobile phone pocket, 2 back flap pockets. Bartacked at all stress points to add durability. Heavy duty nylon zipper.
Sizes: 72R-132R
Colours: Navy, Black

3366 SLIMFLEX TAPED CARGO PANTS
260gsm 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane. Stretch & durable fabric provides superior comfort & flexibility. Modern slim fit, workwear in fashion. 2 side pockets, one side contains large flap cargo pocket, the other a tool and mobile phone pockets, 2 flap back pockets. Bartacked at all stress points to add durability. Heavy duty nylon zipper. One hoop of 50 washes SFR (SupaFlex Reflective) Tape on leg stretches with the fabric for all day ultra freedom of movement.
Sizes: 72R-112R, 87S-132S
Colours: Navy

3365 SLIMFLEX CARGO PANTS
260gsm 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane. Stretch & durable fabric provides superior comfort and flexibility. Modern slim fit, workwear in fashion. 2 side pockets, one side contains large flap cargo pocket, the other a tool and mobile phone pockets, 2 back flap pockets. Bartacked at all stress points to add durability. Heavy duty nylon zipper.
Sizes: 72R-112R, 87S-132S
Colours: Navy, Black

3367 SLIMFLEX BIOMOTION TAPED CARGO PANTS
260gsm 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane. Stretch and durable fabric provides superior comfort and flexibility. Modern slim fit, workwear in fashion. 2 side pockets, one side contains large flap cargo pocket, the other tool and mobile pockets, 2 back flap pockets. Bartacked at all stress points to add durability. Heavy duty nylon zipper. Biomotion (2) hoops of up to 50 washes SFR (SupaFlex Reflective) Tape on leg stretches with the fabric for all day ultra freedom of movement.
Sizes: 72R-112R, 87S-132S
Colours: Navy
DNC New Products 2018 IN STOCK NOW!

3564
HIVIS GALAXY SUBLIMATED POLO
175gm Polyester micromesh knit, Stylish contrast silver grey piping on body & sublimated semicircle GALAXY design on sleeves, button down LHS chest pocket with pen division.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy
Orange/Navy

3569
HIVIS SEMICIRCLE PIPING POLO
175gm Polyester micromesh knit, Stylish contrast silver grey piping on body & Navy Semicircle design on sleeves, button down LHS chest pocket with pen division.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy
Orange/Navy

3565
HIVIS SUBLIMATED STRIPE POLO
175gm 100% polyester micromesh, LHS button down chest pocket with pen partition, stylish design of “Stripes” sublimated printed on one side of arm & front body, full fluoro back.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy
Orange/Navy

3566
HIVIS SUBLIMATED FULL STRIPE POLO
175gm 100% polyester micromesh, LHS button down chest pocket with pen partition, stylish design of “Stripes” sublimated printed on both side of arm & front body, full fluoro back.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Yellow
Orange

5218
GALAXY SUBLIMATED POLO
175gm Polyester micromesh knit, Contrast HIVIS piping on body & sublimated semicircle galaxy design on sleeves, button down LHS chest pocket with pen division.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Navy/Yellow
Navy/Orange

3567
HIVIS SUBLIMATED BLOT POLO
175gm 100% polyester micromesh, LHS button down chest pocket with pen partition, stylish design of “BLOT” sublimated printed on one side of arm & front body, full fluoro back.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Yellow
Orange

GN01
NITRILE BASIC SMOOTH FINISH

Sizes: S-3XL (7-11)
Colours: Black/Black

GP01
PU - BASIC

Sizes: S-3XL (7-11)
Colours: Black/Black

3917
HIVIS COTTON TAPED TEE
200gm Combed Cotton Jersey, solid HIVIS colour front & back, “H” pattern CSR Reflective tape on front & back. Button down LHS chest pocket with pen division.

Sizes: XS – 6XL
Colours: Safety Yellow
Safety Orange
DNC New Products 2018  IN STOCK NOW!

**3710**
HIVIS “X” BACK & BIO-MOTION D/N POLO
- 175gm Polyester micromesh knit, solid HIVIS colour on front & back.
- “X” back with additional tape on tail.
- Bio-motion tape on arms.
- CSR Reflective Tape.
- Button down LHS chest pocket with pen division. NSW Rail Compliant.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Yellow, Orange

**3730**
HIVIS “X” BACK & BIO-MOTION D/N POLAR FLEECE
- 300gm 100% polyester anti-pilling polar fleece.
- 1/2 zip front, solid HIVIS colour front & back.
- “X” back with additional CSR Reflective Tape on tail.
- Bio-motion tape on arms.
- Ribbing cuff for comfort.
- 2 side pockets. NSW Rail Compliant.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Fluorescent Yellow, Fluorescent Orange

**3763**
HIVIS “X” BACK FLYING JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
- 200D polyester/PVC. Seam-sealed, waterproof outer shell, quilt-lined, concealed hood.
- Bio-motion CSR reflective tape on arms.
- NSW rail compliant.

Sizes: XS-6XL  
Colours: Yellow, Orange

**3724**
HIVIS ½ ZIP SUPER FLEECEY
- 300gm Hi Vis 100% polyester. The navy is 85/15% poly/cotton.
- Premium quality, 1/2 zip front, stylish kangaroo pouch pocket with contrast HIVIS stitching.
- Navy sleeve pen pocket.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

**3709**
HIVIS COOL-DRY 2T BIO-MOTION D/ N POLO
- 175gm Polyester micromesh knit, 2 tone HIVIS Yellow/Orange front & back.
- CSR Reflective tape.
- Button down LHS chest pocket with pen division. QLD Traffic Controller Compliant.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Yellow/Orange

**3819**
HIVIS COTTON BACKED 2T BIO-MOTION D/N POLO
- 160gm Polyester suerintered backed knit.
- Button down LHS chest pocket with pen division.
- RHS Radio Loop. 2 tone HIVIS Yellow/Orange front & back.
- Elastic, 2 shoulder strips & hoops pattern + Bio-motion taping on arms.
- CSR Reflective tape. 4cm tape gap on both sides of body to add flexibility & comfort. QLD Traffic Controller Compliant.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Yellow/Orange

**3713**
HIVIS SHOULDER STRIPES BIO-MOTION D/N POLO
- 175gm Polyester micromesh knit, solid HIVIS colour front & back. 2 shoulder strips & hoop pattern + Bio-motion on arms.
- CSR Reflective tape.
- Button down LHS chest pocket with pen division. QLD Traffic Controller Compliant.

Sizes: XS – 6XL  
Colours: Yellow, Orange

**3769**
HIVIS “HOOP” PATTERN FLYING JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
- 200D polyester/PVC. Seam-sealed, waterproof outer shell, quilt-lined, concealed hood.

Sizes: XS-6XL  
Colours: Yellow, Orange
3996
HIVIS “X” BACK RAIN JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
Sizes XS-6XL
Colours Yellow
Orange

3571
HIVIS “H” PATTERN BREATHABLE RAIN JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
300D heavy duty polyester/PU, seam-sealed. Waterproof outer shell. 2 flap side pockets, mesh lining, foldaway hood. Storm cuffs with adjustable sleeve tabs, clear ID & phone pockets, reflective tape front and back. 3/4 Length. “H” pattern on front & back, Bio-motion CSR reflective tape. Embroidery access. Hidden zip access to zip off jacket, the reversible vest converts into “6 in 1” jacket. QLD traffic controller compliant.
Sizes XS-6XL
Colours Yellow
Orange

3797 (3996+3990)
HIVIS “X” BACK “6 in 1” RAIN JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
Sizes XS-6XL
Colours Orange

3572 (3571 + 3965)
HIVIS “H” PATTERN “6 in 1” BREATHABLE RAIN JACKET BIO-MOTION TAPE
300D heavy duty polyester/PU, seam-sealed. Waterproof outer shell. 2 flap side pockets, mesh lining, foldaway hood. Storm cuffs with adjustable sleeve tabs, clear ID & phone pockets, reflective tape front and back. 3/4 Length. “H” pattern on front & back. Bio-motion CSR reflective tape. Embroidery access. Hidden zip access to 3965 - Zip off Jacket, the reversible vest converts into “6 in 1” jacket. QLD traffic controller compliant.
Sizes XS-6XL
Colours Yellow
Orange
3963 (3961 + 3965)
HIVIS “H” PATTERN BIO-MOTION TAPE “6 in 1” JACKET
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow, Orange

3964 (3962 + 3965)
HIVIS “H” PATTERN 2T BIO-MOTION TAPE “6 in 1” JACKET
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

3961
HIVIS “H” PATTERN BIO-MOTION TAPE JACKET
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow, Orange

3965
HIVIS “H” PATTERN D/N R/VEST
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

3962
HIVIS “H” PATTERN 2T BIO-MOTION TAPE JACKET
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

3965
HIVIS “H” PATTERN D/N R/VEST
Sizes: XS-5XL
Colours: Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy